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Chairman’s Notes
As many of you will all be aware, we have now taken part in rider skills
days at both Hereford and Worcester. There was a report on the
Hereford day in the May newsletter and John Hodges will be adding a
piece on the Worcester event in this one. I don’t want to trespass on
that report but I can’t miss this opportunity to make a comment about
what I witnessed.
Apart from taking a couple of observed rides I didn’t really have all that
much to do personally other than walking about and trying to look as
though I knew what I was doing (it’s a practised art form). I was able
though to take some time to watch what was going on around me.
A great deal of effort had been put in to organising both events – and it
showed. The routes had been sorted and appropriately signed. There
were people busy meeting and greeting the visitors on arrival. People
at the ‘sign in’ desk allocating observers. Observers doing their thing
and people making sure that our visitors were looked after with a
friendly chat and coffee. We had people making sure that everyone was fed and watered and doing so
with the usual good humour. Anyone interested in joining up was dealt with promptly and looked after
while waiting. In fact – every one of our members who got involved did so with such enthusiasm that I felt
quite proud to be associated with it and, at the same time, rather humbled by so many people working so
hard for the good of our group.
To repeat a comment that was once made in relation to an incident I was involved in many years ago ‘ If
this event had been carried out solely as a public relations exercise, it couldn’t have been enacted in a
better manner’. Which says it all really.
Thank you very much to everyone involved.
Brian
Copied below is an e-mail received from Dave Shenton (IAM Head of Field Operations)

Brian
It was a pleasure to visit the event, and see such a proactive group in action.
It was an excellent day with the added bonus of 20 new members, not forgetting the others
who may come back after they have reviewed the comments made during their assessment
rides.
Please pass on my congratulations to everyone involved, it was fantastic to see such
enthusiasm and commitment.
Regards
Dave
Mr. Dave Shenton
Head of Field Operations

Editor’s Notes
This edition of the Newsletter is coming out a little earlier than normal because I am off with various other
nefarious members of the group for a motorbike trip to the Dolomites in the near future. With luck there will
be a piece on this in the July Newsletter which will revert to its more normal time of issue, ie the second
week of the month. This edition contains the last of the wonderful series on the Himalayas that Derek
McMullan, our Chief Observer, has written for us over the last few months. I’m sure that many of you, like
me, have been amazed at what Derek did during his trip and I can only thank him for his excellent articles
and brilliant photographs. Some of you may be inspired to follow his example - I though will just enjoy the
vicarious pleasure of reading about his exploits because I doubt if I could do it! If you missed any of the
previous episodes remember you can read them in the earlier copies of the Newsletter on our website in
the “Library” section.
Articles, photos, opinions, reports and letters are always welcome so please keep sending them in especially now that Derek’s stories, which have helped us so much through the winter months, have now
ended.
John
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NEW ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
A very warm welcome to the following new associate members:

Tim Freeman, Ruthie McNally, Cameron Nelson, Adrian Duncan,
Chris Morgan, Ray Foster-Morison, Charles Turner, Caroline Green,
Kevin Green, Mark Lane, Tanya Bishop, Ian Holmes, Denise Anderson,
Ken Anderson, Martin Ward, Sharon Palmer, Pam Jameson, Paul Rodway,
Brian Handy, Chris Lewis-Todd, Guy Boardman, Steve Bennett.

Our Chairman, Brian Morgan,
presents Dillon Muir with his IAM
certificate - at last. Dillon passed
his test in July 2010 and his
observer was Ant Clerici.

Mike Franzen receiving
his IAM certificate from
his observer: Rich Smith
at the April Natter Night.

Natter
Night
25 May

Gordon Kinsey receives his
certificate from his observer Tim Wynn.

Brian presents Ian Rivers with
his certificate. Observer: John
Hodges.

WHAM! WEBSITE: PLEASE REMEMBER TO CHECK THE “PROGRAMME” PAGE ON THE WHAM!
WEBSITE. THIS IS REGULARLY UPDATED WITH ALL THE RIDES, NATTER NIGHTS,
WEEKEND TOURS AND OTHER EVENTS THAT MIGHT BE OF INTEREST TO ALL MEMBERS.
It might be an idea to make the “Programme” page one of your “Favourites” rather than
the “Home Page” which is primarily designed for visitors.
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SPECIAL FUTURE EVENTS
FOR ALL ASSOCIATES AND MEMBERS!
SATURDAY 25 JUNE - SLOW RIDING DAY
A GREAT FUN DAY BUT
ALSO ESSENTIAL IF YOU
DON’T WANT TO LOOK
LIKE A NOVICE IN THE
CAR PARK!! Good
slow riding is the
new “cool”. Be at
THROCKMORTON
AIRFIELD by 9.30 a.m.
for briefing. Lots to
learn and lots to
practice. Also Huge
(?) prizes to be won.
can you be the next WHAM! slow riding champion?
Food and drink available Most of the day.
Please see the website For the location. no booking
necessary. the slow riding day will end at about 4.00 p.m.
Natter Night Ride - Wednesday 29 June
What a wonderful group of good
looking chaps! Some of the
Herefordshire based riders assemble
at Belmont McDonalds for the May
Natter Night ride. The next Natter
Night rides from Hereford and
Worcester are on Wednesday 29 June;
details of the routes and activities are
on the website programme.
The handsome riders in this photo are:
From L to R:
Alex Hoyle (Hereford Ride Coord) ,
Simon Manning, Will Hopkins, Del
Britton, Ian Rivers, Rog Brooks and
Mike Franzen.
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The Roof of Wales Ride - 15 May
Ride Organiser; Den Osborne
Photos; Derek McMullan

Alex Hoyle looking slightly pensive with Llyn
Brianne Reservoir in the background, still wondering
if fitting his new Givi panniers was a good idea, as
they do tend to act a bit like a sail in cross winds.

Tina and Alex again with Llyn
Brianne in the background and yes,
they both did remember they had
their side stands down before
attempting to pull away.

Eric, Jeannie, and Den stop for another photo
opportunity at Llyn Brianne; don't stand so
close to the edge - it frightens people.

Tina, like all of us, really
enjoyed the Roof of Wales
Run. A big thanks to Den for
all his hard work and efforts in
putting it on for us all.

Simon still fiddling with his Garmin. Not sure
what Steve Dalloway is doing. He's either
stealing number plates or it’s a very large
piece of toast from the café.

Captions; Alex Hoyle

Simon Manning, like
most of us at some point
during the day, about to
be Garminized.
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Steve and Barb Dalloway
about to set off on the
second leg of the run after
a hearty breakfast at the
Trout Inn Beuligh.

Derek's GS just waiting to have
a go at some of the superb roads
on the Epynt ranges, sadly a 40
MPH speed limit curtailed most
of the fun.
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Wonderful Worcester RIDER SKILLS DAY - the best yet!

The Worcester Rider Skills Day is sponsored by the West Mercia Safer Roads
Partnership and gets better every year. In 2009 it was held in the County Hall Car
Park with WHAM! Control in a gazebo and the debriefs taking place in a tent. The
following year the event moved to Hindlip Police HQ but WHAM! was separated from
the various stalls and stands of the other road safety organisations and the
motorbike dealers. This year at the Worcester Warriors Six Ways Stadium, the
organisation and layout of the complete event was quite excellent and was a model
for the future. During the day, we managed to take out 42 riders on assessed rides
and 20 riders signed up for the IAM Skills for Life course.

The Car Park and Reception Team:
Andrew Culley, Andrew Price, Simon Manning and
David Denning

The Control Team :
Mark Silvester , Barb Dalloway and the main
organiser, Lynton Jaynes

There are many people to thank for the success of this event but for WHAM! there
was one outstanding individual, namely Lynton Jaynes. Lynton took on the task of
organising the WHAM! part of this Rider Skills Day and although he had little hair to
tear out in the first place, what little he had has now all gone. He put in a
tremendous amount of work over a number of weeks and achieved a brilliant result.
Of course, such events can only happen as the result of a team effort and many
people played their part, some before as well as on the day itself.
(Continued on next page)
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Roger Brooks explains.
Anne Culley and Lynda Silvester ensured we all
had plenty of refreshments during the day!

Warner Photography

Many thanks to everyone involved for making the Worcester Rider Skills Day
such a success.
Observers: Brian Morgan, Derek McMullan, James Dickson, Eric Reynolds, John
Hodges, Dennis Osborne, Ant Clerici, Allan Wright, Gary Barnes, Phil George, Paul
Whitcombe, John Nixon, Andrew Wibmer, Rich Smith, Tim Wynn, Tony Davis, Rog
Brooks, Angus McLeod and, from Redditch Advanced Motorcyclists, Chris Harris.
Control: Barb Dalloway, Lynton James, Andy Peckston, Mark Silvester
Cafe: Lynda Silvester and Anne Culley.
Helpers: Andrew Culley, Andrew Price, Alex Hoyle, Simon Manning, Dave Denning,
Craig Endicott and Mike Franzen
WHAM! Organiser: Lynton Jaynes
Overall Event Organisers and Sponsors: West Mercia Safer Roads Partnership
with special thanks to Vicki Bristow and Katy Jenkins.
Warner Photography

Warner Photography

The “Debriefing
Area” got very
busy at times.
Here we see
Derek McMullan,
Tony Davis,
Brian Morgan
and Andrew
Wibmer doing
their bit.
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By Derek McMullan

Himalayas 9: The last lap!

I’ve been writing this since I came back from India and with this episode it will have
featured in the Newsletter for nearly a year – that’s enough for you and for me!
I hope you have found something of interest or it has amused you – if not forgive me
for droning on.

Manali is yuppie country! Yes
India has a huge poverty problem
but that is pushed just a little to
the back by the emerging upper
classes around Manali. It is
understandable they gravitate
here as this area is particularly
beautiful and there are endless
ways for them to be parted from their new-found cash:
in the winter skiing and ice driving take precedence
and in the summer most popular are 4x4 off-roading,
paragliding and micro-light aircraft.
For the tourist Manali’s expectation is that we’re all a
bit “hippy” and have an insatiable appetite for
Marijuana – it’s just not possible to browse or buy
anything without that “would you like ANYTHING
else?” question!
Our arrival at
the hotel was
tantalising.
We’d arrived
at the first
luxury hotel
we’d seen for too long and we were thwarted in that delicious
long-anticipated shower by having no clothes to change into. Our
trip down the Rohtang pass had long since left our baggage truck
languishing in the mud! We consoled ourselves for some time
with a rather tame beer or two rather than the local hooch!
Eventually needs took over and the shower took precedence and then several past-their-prime bikers
paraded around the hotel wrapped only in a hotel towel masquerading as a sarong – as we told each other
at the time “not cool”!
Our rest-day at Manali was supremely indulgent; a late breakfast; wearing clean, non-motorbike clothes
and the opportunity to hang-out downtown for a few beers (and nothing else – honest!). Despite the drug
pedlars I did stick to the task of seeking out a suitable present for my indulgent and supportive wife – the
jewellery quarter met the specification! We drifted around the town trying to dodge the drug pedlars and
“fixers” – who allegedly could fix ANYTHING for us! The markets, the barbers, the (straight) massage
parlours and the bars seemed to do it for everyone; but we did all have a task too. Our cultural guide had
arranged that we would all adopt Indian dress for the last-night’s finale party in Shimla and Manali was the
only place where we had time to buy; so we all had to buy some form of Indian attire for the party.
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My (and plenty of others) Shimla tailor was a very engaging Sikh
gentleman with a searingly beautiful daughter, herself bedecked with
excessive amounts of Indian gold. Six of us bought either off-the-peg
items or splashed out and had clothes made for us at the outrageous rate
of around £10 for a suit! The tailor was supremely confident that he
would have the clothes to us that night by 10 pm. Needless to say they
didn’t turn up then but he was there in the morning at crack-of-dawn
with everything finished to perfection – ready to party!
Leaving Manali was interesting. The general direction was downhill
following the mighty Beas River. Initially the Enfield purred downhill
taking advantage of the reduced altitude and demands for power but then
things suddenly became more difficult. The first indication was a
tendency to run on and much reduced engine braking. No sooner had
this impressed itself on my alcohol-soaked brain than the throttle stuck
wide open – of course on the steepest downhill section we had seen so
far and at just the point where the curves were starting to close in –
where else should a throttle stick open? Just a little too late to avoid the issue my attention was belatedly
and entirely taken up in what to do now – I closed down to negotiating the immediate curves and praying
that I was not about to prove, in the most painful way, the mantra of keeping the speed to the distance I
could see to stop. Karma was on my side that day so around the curve there was only a pile of apple boxes
stacked across half of “my side” of the road. With no oncoming traffic I managed to avoid those and
fumbled to ground the magneto and restore some engine braking. Just as I did so I heard a resounding crash
and in the mirror saw one of our mobile mechanics who had just skittled the apple boxes and was now
making a passable job of mashing the apples for cider!
All hell broke loose as I managed to stop. The apples are an expensive crop and the farmer was
incandescently angry. More of the team arrived and went into diplomatic mode, I was told to make myself
scarce quickly and they negotiated the value of the apples whilst the unfortunate mechanic’s bike was loaded
into the mobile garage. Later, at a Chai stop, he commended my corner speed and I advised him why; next
time he won’t follow blindly!
Further south the roads became much busier and the Indian acceptance of “Karma” became more apparent.
Sometimes the roads
were littered with “holy
cows” and sometimes
with more poignant
reminders of how cheap
life is seen to be.

This incident was
of a learner driver,
driving instructor and
several standing
passengers in the flatbed
all of whom were
sandwiched against the
rocks by an overtaking
truck. Those in the cab
survived, three of the
standing passengers did
not.
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Our challenge today was to be the Jalori pass, not particularly
high, but an extremely steep climb. We were again warned
that it was all about conservation of momentum and that the
surface would be loose scree or slabs of finely polished rock.
Somewhat delayed after part of the group got completely lost
we eventually left the major roads and started our ascent to
Jalori; they didn’t lie – it is steep! We were all struggling
with the engines falling off their meagre power curve;
slipping the clutch is not recommended as it quickly “cooks”
and then you’re not going anywhere until it cools down.
Fortunately there is a café at the top of the pass where the
smug who had made it could enjoy their lunch waiting for the
hapless to catch up or be ferried up in the 4x4s.
After the Jalori pass the countryside again softened
becoming more like rolling hills (on a Himalayan scale!).
I remembered the morning’s escapade with the throttle
and made sure it was shut properly well before the
multiple hairpins running down to Narkanda our overnight
stop and home of one of our guides: Sam the Apple
Baron! Sam has inherited the biggest apple farm in
Himachal Pradesh but loves his motorcycling so much he
takes a sabbatical each year to lead these tours!

The morning of our last
day’s ride broke cool
with dappled sunshine and mist over the apple orchards, a signal we had
left the drier mountain climate. The chill and the dampness caused a few
involuntary shivers over our al-fresco breakfast. The morning briefing was
curiously short, we were to ascend the local “mountain”, Hattu Peak, across
the valley from Sam’s home and then retrace most of our first day’s ride on
the main road down to Shimla – the end of our trip! Again mixed emotions
rippled through the riders some were getting seriously into party-time
mode; others were vacillating between “we did it!” and “it can’t be over
yet!”.

As the sun lifted in the sky the early
morning mist was soon banished and
we literally warmed to the task of
climbing the Hattu Peak – up over
3000m again. There was little traffic
on this “hill” which was just as well:
in places the road was so narrow that
two motorcycles would have difficulty
passing. It proved to be a good spot
for photos.
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We’d used the road to Shimla to get out into the mountains
and that day had been very wet; then we complained that
visibility was so poor with the sheeting rain and not being
able to see how deep the pot-holes were. This time it was
bone dry and we realised that, on this road, bone dry is just a
bad as sheeting rain for visibility! The volume of heavy
goods trucks on the largely unmade road surface ensured
that we were all enveloped in a moving dust storm. It was
for conditions like these that goggles had been
recommended. As I wear glasses all the time I prefer the
flip front type of helmet and despite having bought an Arai
motocross helmet and “owl” goggles to go over my glasses
I’d bottled out and instead took my old Schuberth lid. I
thought it was doing a grand job of keeping out the dust
until we stopped. We were all looking at one another and
thinking the same thing – then the cameras came out. My
consolation was that those guys with goggles didn’t look
any cleaner.

We regrouped all riders just outside Shimla and re-entered the town as a close convoy with every
motorcycle blasting its horn as much as possible and elated riders waving to all and sundry. That we didn’t
have an “off” then was down to Karma and the good sense of Shimla’s hopelessly heavy traffic which
calmly pulled over to let the mad foreigners through.
After a gloriously relaxing bath we set out our Indian clothes and prepared to do some serious damage to the
Shimla beer stocks. Interpretations of “Indian dress” varied hugely; from Ghandi clones to what look more
to me like Arab casaba-crawlers and the more traditional (to a Western eye?) Indian dress.
Our dinner was the typical end-of-event evening with
lots of embarrassing moments from the daily awards relived; the brickbats and plaudits rehearsed and the grand
finale of the tour “awards” announced. At this stage of
the evening our primary objective (Shimla’s beer stocks)
was progressing all too well and the evening became one
of those very happy events where none of us was quite
sure who had just been married, or whose party we were
at, but hell – who cared?!
Continuing in that spirit here is my tailored Indian suit
and the Kinnaur cap of the region – just right for the
Dolomites trip?

Goodbye Enfield! Like a sultry affair this has been a terribly intense encounter;
we have had some real “highs” (altitude, spiritual and spliff-assisted!) and some
really scary moments when I could easily have been convinced the Enfield wanted
to kill me! We were all offered the “opportunity” to buy our Enfield and crate it
back to the UK; some did, but I couldn’t see the affair surviving in a different
environment so goodbye Enfield.
The whole trip was, as advertised, “an adventure”, and certainly not a
holiday. Would I do it again? Yes, I’d love to, but probably to see different
landscapes; next time I’m in the Himalayas I’ll be on my feet and as remote
from roads as I can be.
The End
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Honesty is the best ..........
There I was again attempting another corner wandering why it felt so wrong. I just couldn’t
manage to make it look or feel effortless. Throttle on, throttle off, bike moving out, bike moving
in yet another bend. Why did no one else seem to have the same problem as me (or if they did,
kept it to themselves). There was something I did realise - I wasn’t as good a rider as I should
be, things just didn’t seem right. Talking and riding with friends was all very well but no one
seemed generous enough with their knowledge to pass on the skill of cornering; it seemed such
a ‘black art’.
Enough was enough. I enjoyed riding but just felt I was ‘bluffing my way’ and at times riding beyond my
limits. This not only frightened me but also annoyed me because I couldn’t understand what I was doing
wrong. Everyone else riding seemed to be able to manage it (or so I thought) so why couldn’t I. My wife was
becoming a regular pillion and I knew deep down I had to improve my riding skills and technique. I’d owned
a bike for a number of years starting off with a Yamaha 125, a Diversion then a Bandit 600 and now, with the
wife’s approval, I just bought a new FZ1 Fazer but hadn’t been a regular rider due to work. So this was it; what
to do?
I got onto the internet and typed in ‘advanced motorbike riding’. A number of options appeared but one stood
out for me; Worcester and Herefordshire Advanced Motorcyclists (WHAM), a local club affiliated to the
Institute of Advanced Motorist (IAM). I read with interest about the membership, Sunday rides out, track
days, off roads days, slow riding days and most interestingly read about the observers and associates training
which was followed by a test to gain full membership as an advanced rider. This sounded exactly what I
required; an honest assessment of my riding skills followed by instruction up to a level when I might be able
to pass an advanced test.
Following a reply from Andy Peckston (the Membership Secretary) I was met by Steve Edwards for an
assessment ride. We took off onto B roads around Herefordshire ending up in Hay-on-Wye and went for a
brew (with cake) before returning to Macdonald’s in Hereford. He mentioned such things as MPOWDER,
IPSGA, TUG and road positioning. He said it will all become clearer when you get your Skills for Life book
and start riding with an observer. I certainly hoped so; it didn’t make much sense then!
The book arrived and I started studying, Guy Jenkins took me under his wing as my observer with John Hodges
assisting. The ‘black art’ of cornering began to clear; Information, Position, Speed, Gear, Accelerate started
to make sense; the correct position for view, then the right speed and gear on entering the corner; neutral or
positive throttle, counter (positive) steering; relax and look
where you want to go - no more on the throttle, off the
throttle jerky corners for me. Fully understanding the
process of Taking information, Using information and
Giving information become a natural part of my day to day
riding. The instruction was excellently explained in plain
English at yet another new café I hadn’t been to before,
always with a cup of coffee and a cake which helped.
Having now passed my test I can only reflect on what I have
learnt over the past few months and as such wanted to put
my thoughts down on paper before I forget just how bad a
rider I was before joining WHAM and starting my ‘Skills
for Life’ instruction. I can’t thank every one enough for
their support. The Sunday rides added to my confidence as
did the patience and skills of my observers. Maybe one day,
in time, I could be also be an observer and help to pass on
the same skills that ultimately help to save lives.
Del Britton
Hereford
Del now rides a BMW !!
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For those of you who have been
following the somewhat turbulent
relationship of the RUKKA twins
you’ll be glad to know that all is
now sweetness and light - as this
picture of Ian Barnard and Rich
Smith at the Worcester Rider
Skills Day shows! They will be
riding happily together on the
Italy / Dolomites trip (although it
is rumoured that “the snorer”
isn’t entirely happy with the way
things have turned out). Could
make for an interesting trip!

As a result of some comments made by Andy Peckston,
our chairman, Brian Morgan, has produced documentary
evidence which proves that the person who gave him his
regulation summer back and sides was suitably qualified.

WHAM’S AGONY UNCLE JOHN.

Dear Uncle John
I love my owner. Only a few other similar machines to me appreciate their owners! Most
other bikes just ignore me saying I'm old fashioned and not worthy of kind, admiring looks. I
chose my owner six years ago. I'm not tall and wide in the handlebar department, I'm not
excessively large where it counts at the back end though I like my Avons. My cosmetics are
pretty ordinary and my owner calls me Plain Jane right in front of others - he doesn't even
wait till I'm out of earshot. I overheard that he feels he can't contemplate a new companion
because he spent so much on a new shock fitted to my 'underneaths'. I think he's falling out
of love with me...what shall I do?
Miserable of Malvern
Dear Miserable of Malvern,
Unless I’m much mistaken you are a Yamaha Fazer 1000. I really think you
need to develop a much more healthy and positive attitude towards yourself.
I’m sure that your owner actually loves you for what you are - and the fact
that he has spent money on your “underneaths” is a very good sign. Some
owners are very flirtatious and spend hours, indeed sometimes days, with
other bikes - others have no concept of fidelity and change their bikes so
frequently that one wonders if there is something lacking in their lives. The
fact that your owner is still with you tends to prove the maxim “It’s not so
much the bike but the rider that really makes the difference. “ He’s happy
with you really!
Uncle John
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WHAM! PHOTO COMPETITION 2011

Software publishers Serif have kindly donated a copy of Serif PhotoPlus X4
with a User Manual (RRP £80) as a prize for the WHAM! Newsletter Digital
Photo Competition. The rules are simple. Each member (Full or Associate)
can submit up to 3 digital photos each month for May, June and July. (So
entries can be just one or up to a maximum of 9 during the period.)
Photos have to be current, taken by the members themselves and be on a
biking theme. Photos for each month must be received before the last day of
the month. Any photo submitted is done so on the basis that it maybe
published in the Newsletter. All photos must be a minimum of 1MB. The
competition closes on 31 July 2011. All entries will then be judged by a
panel consisting of the Chairman; Brian Morgan, The Chief Observer; Derek
McMullan, and the Newsletter Editor; John Hodges.
The judges’ decision is final. Please submit your digital photos to the Editor.

FOR SALE
Suzuki SV650 Sport, 2009, Metallic Black, Taxed, only 3000 Miles, 645cc,
Excellent Condition, Genuine reason for sale.

£3795 ono

Interested?
Please
contact the
Editor
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1 Owner from New.

